The
I. First Contact Umbral Remark
one may find in [2] where an advanced theory of general quantum coherent states is being developed. The operator R(qQ) is not recognized in [2] as an example of ψ-derivative".
b] specifically q-calculus -might be considered as a particular case of umbral calculus .It is so recognized since tenths of years in numerous references to q-calculus (Roman, Rota and Others). From algebraic point of view we deal with specific case of Extended Umbral Calculus (this being particularly evident in the "Extended Finite Operator Calculus" formulation ; see: [3, 4, 5, 1] (http://ii.uwb.edu.pl/akk/publ1.htm ).
The q-case of umbra -has been -with autonomy -q-evolving in a specification dependent way ...... evolving -with q-autonomy -despite the Ward 1936 paper [6] "ultimately" extending the Jackson formulation of qdifference calculi to arbitrary "reasonable" difference calculi -in the spirit of nowadays Extended Finite Operator Calculus (see: [1] math.CO/0312397 ; see there for ψ-difference calculus and also for Markowsky [7] general difference calculus -in Rota-like operator formulation -compare with Roman -Rota, Roman functional formulation).
We share the conviction with more experienced community that this historically established autonomy -adds and still may add more inspiration of the analytical and geometrical character to the modern formulation of umbra idea (see: [1] and references therein) -which is so fruitfully formal algebraic and combinatorial in so many applications (see: [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] -via links -forthousands of references).
References on modern umbra
The recent modern umbra was born in 19-th century and is known now under the name of Blissard calculi. For more and references on this and that see: [8] 
and let
Then (see Hann [22] and also Appendix A in [26] -fifty years after Hann)
Due to (2) it is easy now to derive corresponding formulas including Bernoulli-Taylor ∂ q,h -formula obtained in [27] by the Viskov method [28] which for
recovers the content of one of the examples in [28] , while for
one recovers the content of the another example in [28] . The case h → 0 is included in the formulas of q-calculus of Thomae-Jackson easy to be specified from [27] (see also up-date references there). For Bernoulli-Taylor Formula (presented during P T M -Convention Lodz -2002) : contact [27] for its recent version.
Exercise: find the series expansion in of the ∂ q,h -delta operator . Note and check that the polynomial sequence p n (x) = x − [ 
III. Third Contact Remark on τ -calculus and umbral difference calculus
In [29] (page 2) the so called τ derivative was defined and then the exposition of the idea of "τ -calculus" follows with an adaptation of standard methods to obtain solutions of the eigenvalue and eigenvector -this time -τ -difference equation of second order. (Compare ∂ τ of [29] with divided difference operator from [30] )
Our first τ -experience and τ -info is: Inspection of (5.7) formula and its neighborhood from [29] leads to immediate observation: a] if X n is standard monomial then ∂ τ is a ∂ ψ derivative where n ψ = cn c n−1 , n > 0, [3] [4] [5] . b] if X n = p n (x) is a polynomial of n-th order then {p n } n≥0 , deg p n = n represents ψ-Sheffer sequence and ∂ τ = Q(∂ ψ ) is the corresponding ∂ ψ -delta operator so that Q(∂ ψ )p n (x) = n ψ p n−1 (x) [3] [4] [5] . This is not recognized in [29] . ArXiv : math − ph/0208006.
On the 14-th of January 2004 solemnly in public Professor Jan Slawianowski had given the highest appraisal to this investigation. He compared its possible role to be played in the history of physics with the Discovery of Max Planck from December 1900. Well. May be this is all because of December. Both preprints refer to difference Riccati equation.
One might be then perhaps curious about where q-Riccati equation comes from according to the authors of [29] . Certainly: ψ-orthogonal OPS : orthogonality in Roman-Rota functional formulation of umbral calculus [34] might be translated up to wish into EFOC -language : see: [5, 1] for the beginings of ψ-integration already in EFOC language -to be extended due to inspiration by q, τ, ψ -integrations , taking care of roots coming from Jackson, Carlitz, Hann and so many Others ...
Certainly:
Certainly ψ-difference equations of higher order ... We may first of all get more experienced and activate intuitions with inspirations up to personal choice. Special up to my choice sources of might be further ψ-inspirations are [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
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